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Summary
In February 2017, double yellow lines and a disabled bay were introduced as an
experiment in Cloth Fair to mitigate the overnight noise disturbance reported by
residents.
The monitoring of the experimental scheme has shown that the double yellow lines
have been successful in deterring taxi and private hire drivers parking / idling
overnight which was the main cause of the disturbances.
Feedback from Cloth Fair residents on the scheme has also been positive. However,
one objection was received from a local occupier during the statutory consultation.
The objector was concerned with the reduction of parking opportunities near their
property and believed that the restrictions are needless. Analysis of the experimental
scheme has shown that there are still plenty of parking opportunities nearby.
Recommendation(s)
Members are asked to:
1. Approve making the experimental scheme permanent to resolve the overnight
noise disturbance issue and that the objector is informed of your decision
accordingly.

Main Report
Background
1. In January 2017, the Planning and Transportation Committee approved a
scheme involving double yellow lines and a disabled bay to mitigate the noise
disturbance in Cloth Fair whilst limiting the parking impacts for disabled visitors.
However, as it was unclear if the proposals would be effective, Members
therefore agreed that the proposal should be introduced initially as an
experiment, and if objections were received these be reported back to committee
for resolution.
Current Position
2. On the 27 February 2017, the double yellow scheme was introduced using an
experimental traffic order. The order has a statutory six-month consultation which
expired on 28 August 2017. As a result of this, one objection was received from a
local occupier. A plan of the experimental scheme is shown in Appendix A.
3. To support the experiment, monitoring and data collection has been obtained and
analysed. A decision is now required as to whether the experiment should be made
permanent or to revert Cloth Fair back to the previous single yellow line
arrangement.
Monitoring
4. The effectiveness of the experimental traffic order has been monitored and
analysed using data from the following sources.
i)

Civil Enforcement

During the first 2 weeks of the experimental traffic order, enhanced civil
enforcement resources were deployed to encourage better compliance of the
double yellow lines from the start. They were also tasked with gathering data on
any vehicles parking or idling in Cloth Fair and had reported that there had been
none.
ii)

Traffic Survey

As part of the London Borough of Islington’s Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ)
change, Islington carried out parking surveys in the City to monitor the impacts of
their CPZ scheme (reported to Streets & Walkways Sub-committee in November
2017). The parking survey was carried out for seven consecutive days in June
and October 2017. The survey recorded on-street parking occupancy in parking
bays and on single / double yellow lines outside the City’s CPZ hours (Mon-Fri
7am-7pm and Saturdays 7am-11am). It was therefore, possible to utilise this
parking data to assess the Cloth Fair experiment. The results also showed that
there were no vehicles parking or idling overnight in Cloth Fair.

iii)

Environmental Health

Since the experiment was introduced, the City’s Environmental Health Officers
have received no overnight noise disturbance complaints associated with taxi and
private hire drivers parking, idling and talking in Cloth Fair.
iv)

Consultation

The experimental scheme received one objection from an occupier in Kinghorn
Street during the statutory six-month consultation period. The objector was
concerned with the reduction of parking opportunities near their property and
believed that the restrictions are needless. A copy of the objection is shown in
Appendix B. Officers have attempted to resolve the objection but unfortunately
this was unsuccessful.
The purpose of the experimental scheme is to reduce parking opportunities in
Cloth Fair. However, from the parking occupancy surveys the surrounding area
has ample parking facilities including an off-street car park for some 600 vehicles.
It is also worth stating that officers have also received some feedback from Ward
Members and Cloth Fair residents who have reported that the double yellow lines
are working well, have alleviated the noise disturbance and support making the
changes permanent.
Recommendations
5. In view of information set out above, it is recommended that the experimental
double yellow lines and disabled parking bay in Cloth Fair be made permanent to
resolve the noise disturbance issue, and the objector is informed of the
committee’s decision accordingly.
Conclusion
6. The monitoring and analysis of the data has shown that the experimental scheme
is successful at mitigating the overnight noise disturbance. There have been no
overnight noise disturbance complaints and feedback from Cloth Fair residents
has been positive.
7. The statutory consultation received one objection from a local occupier because
they were concerned with the reduction in parking opportunities near their
property. However, the monitoring has shown that there is still plenty of parking
opportunities nearby, including a car park for some 600 vehicles.
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